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Maximize 
Performance

The right management 
processes will close more 

deals and keep guests 
coming back. Drive more 

volume, gross and CSI 
without more marketing or 

inventory expenses.

�
Strengthen

Culture

Execute your processes 
more consistently by 

automationg your people 
strategy, training 

consistently, and holding 
your team accountable.

�
Increase 
Retention

Stop the revolving door by 
providing new employees 

with career visibility, 
professional training and 
a path to succeed from 

day one.

�
Accelerate 

Growth

Ramp up new employees 
from new hire to top 

performer much faster with 
our automated orientations 

and career mapping. Get 
your employees producing 

quickly!

�

DrivingSales enables your store to attract, build and retain the top performing employees 
by implementing the processes that help employees perform. We stop employee turnover 
that costs the dealerships hundreds of thousands of dollars by giving employees a 
measurable career path.

The average dealership turns over 70% of their sales staff every year. Each untrained 
newbie burns about $47,500 in lost opportunity as they ramp up. Then, when they feel 
uncertain about the future they leave forcing the dealer to start the cycle over again.

The revolving door costs hundreds of thousands of dollars per year by wasting the 
opportunities that you had invested to bring in. Untrained employees hurt your customer 
experience and take a disproportionate amount of a managers time. However, this is 
fixable by instilling a few critical processes.

Our automated on-boarding, professional training, performance reviews, and more will 
stop turnover and increase your production. We make your store more attractive in the 
market to bring in the best talent. We will maximize your potential.

What do employees want from a workplace?

866-943-8371jv@DrivingSales.com



Optimizing Your Most Valuable Asset: Your People
What is Human Capital Management?
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The most important process in your company is the way you motivate and develop the 
people inside your business. However, managers often report difficulty in finding time to 
coach and hold their people accountable for training paths and personal development. 

The DrivingSales Human Capital Management Platform automates the proven process of 
employee optimization through career development and engagement for dealer 
professionals. This solution provides a pragmatic approach to cultivating teams and 
individuals to allow them to achieve their highest performance potential. 

Our contact information

Address: 8871 S Sandy Parkway, Ste 250, Sandy, UT 84070

Email: hcm@drivingsales.com

Phone# 866-943-8371



Basic Media Package

Employee Onboarding
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New hire orientation and onboarding is a defined, multi-week process to welcome new 
team members and assimilate them into the industry and the dealership. It provides each 
employee with the education to be knowledgeable about the industry, the dealership, and 
the franchise they represent. Each employee receives the same welcome message from 
leadership, so that the brand and the culture norms are clear and strengthened with each 
new hire brought on.

With the Basic HCM Media Package, DrivingSales will work with your team to produce 
custom training content that will be utilized on your HCM platform. This content will help 
new employees get up to speed faster as they join your team.

We want this content to closely represent your team’s goals and objectives. In order for 
this to happen, we’ll need some direction from you. We will give you specific directions that 
will allow us to create this video content. The format will be slideshow style videos 
consisting of graphics and images with a voiceover of the scripts included below. You 
provide the messaging, pictures and branding(colors, fonts, logos etc.) 

and we will create it.

Great employee onboarding can improve employee retention by 82% (Glassdoor)

A negative onboarding experience results in new hires being 2x more likely to look for other 
opportunities (Digitate)

88% of organizations don't onboard well (Gallup)

Benefits of a proper onboarding process:

- Quicker assimilation into the culture

- Quicker assimilation into the industry

- Consistent message

- Builds confidence

- Speeds up development 



Premium Media Package
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With the HCM Premium Media Package, DrivingSales will visit your dealership to produce 
and film video content to be used on your HCM platform. This content will help your team 
become more familiar with your culture and brand. Our Human Capital Management 
platform is full of training content to develop the skills and competencies necessary for 
your employees to succeed. This media package gives you an opportunity to add 
onboarding training that is specific and unique to your team.

Our Dealership Orientation Series curriculum will familiarize your new hire with the 
automotive industry. It will educate them about every department and every job role within 
the organization. Industry and organizational knowledge builds confidence in a new hire 
and it allows them to start focusing on building competencies in their new role and helps 
them get to a high-performing levels faster.

Your Premium Media Package generally consists of the following videos:

- Welcome to the Team 

- Our Mission

- Our Story

- Our Benefits

- Getting Started 



Career Management Process
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Development by career level is designed so that each employee knows exactly what they 
will need to learn and demonstrate to advance in their career at the dealership. Employees 
are systematically provided the training to develop these competencies and are developed 
through constant assessments and coaching to advance their career by growing their 
success.
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1. Identify how many levels your sales position requires to achieve organizational goals 
    (4 levels are recommended).
        
2. Assign unique titles for each level. Be creative; each following title must show 
    progression in development and performance level.
        
3. Identify important performance and developmental KPIs for your organization.
        
4. Decide on the minimum acceptable KPI metrics for every level.
        
5. Decide on the maximum time of completion for every level.     
    Decide on the reward structure for every level. You must provide an adequate reward; 
    however, it is not required to be only monetary. You should get creative. If you struggle 
    with this, ask your team what else they perceive as valuable, aside from money 
    (examples: closer parking to the store, time off, in charge of their own schedules, etc.).
        
6. Create the framework and manage by level. 

Step-by-step instructions for creating development by level:

87%

Expect Career Path

Internet Lead Closing %

Cars Sold

Walk in Closing %

Be-Back %

Be-Back Closing %

Phone Lead Closing %

Demo %

Write-up %

Lease Penetration %

Performance KPIs



Dealership Career Map
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Career progression has been used as a carrot in the automotive industry for years. “If you 
perform, one day you’ll be a manager.” One problem: It was never clear what steps an 
employee must take to grow within an organization, and it was mostly built on 
performance. Another problem: Employees would quickly realize that to become a 
manager they must outperform many salespeople that have been there for years and 
managers that occupied their positions for years must quit, be fired, or die. With a 53 
percent score, career pathing being the most important tool for retention, our industry has 
failed to provide our new hires with a vision for their development and career progression. 
Our industry has also failed at recognizing that competencies required by productive 
managers are different from those required by productive salespeople.

Focusing on individual development and performance by level will provide the framework 
needed for career mapping. Promoting and rewarding your employees based on 
development and performance provides the upward mobility desired by today’s workforce. 



Creating a Career Path:
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Create a career path for your organization. You may want to build separate paths for each 
department. You must be specific about the minimum requirements of development and 
performance for each position.

1. Identify all positions within the organization.    

2. Create a job description for each position (recruit department managers to help you 
    with this task).

3. Decide on minimum developmental and performance requirements for each position.

4. Just like career development by levels in the sales department, divide each position 
    into multiple levels if necessary. At minimum, each position should have a trainee level. 
 

5. Decide what positions can you pull talent from to fill an opening (example: A finance 
    position has opened up and your choices for talent come from team leaders, buyers, or 
    marketing)     

6. Layout a career map. Put yourself in your employee’s shoes, what could be the next 
    step in their career. Progression does not have to be upward, and you can have a few 
    side movements within the career development.



Each month a dealership should be improving on processes (phone, internet, etc), a model 
(Accord vs Civic), and a skill or temperament (such as overcoming objections.) Your 
dealership must have a monthly training theme that focuses the entire sales team on 
those competencies the dealerships needs to improve penetration of a particular model 
line, growth the performance of a process (such as phone, or leasing) or to prepare for an 
upcoming sales. This schedule maps out the teams training for the month and each 
employee’s performance tracked and reported back to Ownership/Management. 

Utilize DrivingSales Curriculum with over 1200 Courses and over 10000 modules for the 
Sales Department, Service Department, Finance Department, BDC, Marketing Department, 
Leadership Training.

- Access to DrivingSale curriculum 
- Manage OEM required training.
- Capture, upload and manage your own content. 
- Manage any third party training.
- Create and manage an ongoing training schedule for all teams
- Assign training on a fly
- Customizable training feed for individual needs
- Get the most out of your current vendors with certifications
- One training platform to manage everyone’s growth and development in your org. 
- Free up your manager’s time and automate training
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Professional Training Process

Selling features:



Formal Feedback Process
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Performance review is a structured, one-on-one discussion between an employee and their 
direct supervisor. The objective of the review is to evaluate and document employee 
development and performance. Properly executed, it can provide the necessary feedback 
and guidance to a struggling employee. It can also provide the platform for recognition of 
their accomplishments. If not properly executed, it will be perceived as a waste of time, 
and it will have an adverse effect. 

69 percent of employees say they would work harder if they felt their efforts were better 
recognized (Source: Gallup)

As a manager and a leader, your responsibility is not only to manage processes. You may 
need to do a situational analysis and figure out the root causes for poor performance. In 
most situations, poor performance can be linked to a gap or underutilization of 
competencies in the four factors: process, skills, product knowledge, or temperament. 

During a performance review, you must have a uniformed process and collateral to assist 
you with a proper review. Recording your employee’s accomplishments, performance 
misses, development gaps, and commitments are essential. 

When dealing with people, poor performance can be linked to having a poor attitude, 
another form of a fixed mindset. This falls into Fixed/Can do category. A poor attitude can 
stem from work-related issues or personal circumstances. As a manager of these 
individuals, you must identify the root of the roadblocks, and decide whether a mindset can 
be corrected through managerial intervention. If not, you must be very clear about your 
expectations and outcomes you are looking for.
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Once you have identified any KPI or development misses, a solution and a commitment 
must be created. With your guidance, your employee must play a big role in the 
identification of a problem and the solution. Solution commitment must have agreement 
from both of you, and a date must be set for its completion. This process must be done for 
every missed KPI and development miss. 

With the DrivingSales Humana Capital Management platform you’ll be able to create and 
manage employee scorecards with customizable quotas to help identify performance 
gaps. The HCM performance reviews will isolate the problem, assist managers with finding 
solutions, and track training and employee commitments.


